
My Mission:
You should always feel the same joy and excitement when

looking at our photos - as you did on that special day.

Gino Leone

www.my-dejavu-photos.com

Award Winning Photographer

Gino Leone

Trierenberg Super Circuit
The world's largest photo art contest



MY DEJAVU PHOTOS
Gino Leone

"Elegance is the balance between proportion, emotion, and surprise." 
- Valentino Garavani -



There's nothing more beautiful than capturing
someone's special day and capturing the emotions
and joy of those unforgettable moments. 

I can't even begin to describe how happy it makes me
to hold all those wonderful memories in my hands at
the end of the day.

I always give my best to ensure that my photos are not
only authentic and elegant but also remain fresh and
timeless for many years to come. Our shared photos
should vividly convey how you felt in those special
moments.

Beforehand I always take the time to make sure we're
all on the same page and that our shoot seamlessly fits
into your plans. After all, your day should unfold
exactly as you envisioned it.

I'm proud that my clients keep coming back to me and
happily refer me to others. The trust my clients place in
me is incredibly important, which is why I always strive
to exceed their expectations.

If you choose me as your photographer, I promise to do
everything in my power to create the most beautiful
memories of your special day. 

Because there's nothing more beautiful than a life
filled with irreplaceable memories, right?

Gino Leone



3h photographing with an award
winning photographer 
high quality beauty retouching
5-6 beautiful locations of Vienna City
50-70 images
photo upload into cloud; for 1 year
available to download
We bring accessoires for you to use in
your photos

Deluxe
Photoshooting

+ High-Quality Retouching

1246,-



2h photographing with an award winning
photographer 
high quality beauty retouching
3-4 beautiful locations of Vienna City
30-50 images
photo upload into cloud; for 1 year
available to download
We bring accessoires for you to use in
your photos

Exclusive
Photoshooting

+ High-Quality Retouching

874,-



1h photographing with award winning
photographer 
high-quality beauty retouching
1-2 beautiful locations of Vienna City
20-30 images 
photo upload into cloud; for 1 year
available to download
We bring accessoires for you to use in
your photos

 
Photoshooting

+ High-Quality Retouching

470,-



It takes about 5-7 business days to finish
retouching after photography. At this
point, the work is uploaded to the cloud
and linked to the customer as needed.
You can download it yourself within a
year.

 
     office@my-dejavu-photos.com
     +43 670 6060 398

All In One 
Pre Wedding Shooting

Information 

Special Wishes

In addition to photography, if you need a
stylist, clothing rental, venue layout, floral
design, you can arrange it at an
additional cost.

If you need to leave the shooting location
in the center of Vienna, the
transportation fee can be negotiated
separately.

We can offer you all in one packages for
your pre wedding shooting, incl.
photographer, make up artist,
transportation, dress rental and more.
For more information ask us seperatly


